The meeting was open and took place in hall 9 at the Berlin international conference center IACC on Tuesday March 16, 1993. The following persons attended the meeting:

- Mendel Kleiner (Chairman AES TC ASR)
- Søren Bech (member AES TC ASR)
- Juhani Borenius, Finnish Broadcasting Co, Finland
- Eric Gaucher, Commins Ingemansson, France

The chairman opened the meeting and the gave a report on activities in the committee over the last four years. The meeting then discussed the possible reasons for the low attendance at European TC ASR meetings and what could possibly be done to improve the conditions. It turned out that both Mr Gaucher and Mr Borenius had seen the meeting posted in the convention program. It is therefore important that the TC meetings are appropriately posted in the program at the end of the respective session whether they actually take place at the end of the session or not.

A number of suggestions for sessions put forward at previous meetings were discussed:

- **Søren Bech** offered to try to put together a session on subjective assessment of SR systems. Søren Bech was authorized to adjunct two persons to help him out in this work.

- **Mendel Kleiner** will try to put together a session on the active equalization of room & loudspeaker response.
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